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ABSTRACT

Aims In the ED, alcohol identification and brief advice is an effective method of reducing consumption and related harms. Our objective was to conduct a national survey of English EDs to determine current practice regarding alcohol identification and provision of brief advice and to compare changes in activity to a previous National Survey conducted in 2011.

Methods This was a cross-sectional survey of all consultant-led EDs in England.

Results Of 180 departments, 147 (81.6%) responded. All departments may question adult patients about their alcohol consumption, with many (63.6%) asking all patients aged over 18 years as part routine care and using a formal screening tool (61.4%). The majority of departments asked young people (aged 11–17 years) about their consumption (83.8%), but only 11.6% did so as a part of routine practice. Compared with the 2011 survey, there have been significant increases in routine screening among adults (15.9%, CI 4.16% to 27.18%; p=0.006), general practitioners being informed about patients’ alcohol-related presentations (10.2%, CI 0.64% to 19.58%; p=0.028) and access to an alcohol health worker or a clinical nurse specialist (13.4%, CI 3.64% to 22.91%, p=0.005). Modest (non-significant) changes were also found in access to training on brief advice (9.7%) and the use of formal screening questions on adult patients (9.7%).

Conclusion Alcohol screening together with referral or intervention is becoming part of routine practice in England. Compared with our previous national survey, increases in alcohol screening and intervention activity are demonstrated, with improvements in routine questioning (among adults), the number of general practitioners being informed about alcohol-related attendances, provision of training, access to specialist services and the use of formal screening tools.

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol use is associated with high levels of morbidity and mortality. Within the UK, alcohol-related deaths have increased by 10% since 2003 (1% from 2012), with 13% of all females and 18% of all males drinking at a level associated with an increased risk of harm.1 ED patients are more likely to present with alcohol misuse problems than the general population,2 and up to 70% of all ED admissions in the evenings and at weekends are associated with hazardous and harmful levels of consumption.3 It is clear that the ED is an effective environment to identify both hazardous drinkers and to offer timely help and advice to reduce alcohol consumption and related harms.4

Key messages

What is already known on this subject

► Alcohol identification and brief advice (IBA) is known to reduce consumption and related harms among patients attending Emergency Departments (ED) and is considered in both National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and Public Health England guidelines.

► Previous national surveys have identified that not all departments adhere to these guidelines; thus, this study explores current provision of alcohol IBA activity in English EDs.

What this study adds

► Compared with previous surveys, significant improvements were noted in routine questioning (among adults), access to specialist services and the number of general practitioners being informed about patients’ alcohol-related attendances.

Alcohol identification and brief advice (IBA) is an effective and cost-effective method to lower levels of consumption and reduce alcohol-related harm among patients attending EDs.5 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Guidelines suggest that screening followed by feedback of the results is the most efficacious approach to IBA in the ED.6 This reflects the UK Alcohol Strategy (2012) that encouraged the use of local public health grants to help develop the implementation of alcohol IBA and provision of access to specialist nurses within the ED.7 Recent UK guidelines8 and a report by the Royal College of Emergency Medicine (RCEM)9 support the use of alcohol IBA within the ED. To determine the extent to which these recommendations have been adopted by EDs, a survey of all EDs in England was undertaken. This survey followed up on the earlier National Surveys completed in 2007 (funded by Action on Addiction) and 2011 (funded by Alcohol Research UK)10 11 to determine the current prevalence of alcohol IBA on adult and younger patients. In addition, items on older patients and frequent alcohol-related attendees were also included.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

This was a prospective cross-sectional survey that targeted all consultant-led EDs in England (n=180). The study was classified as a service audit/
RESULTS

There was no significant change in the response rate, compared with the 2011 survey, with a total of 147 departments completing survey materials (81.6% response rate). Compared with the 2011 survey, there was no significant change in the proportion of participating departments. However, we found significant increases in access to alcohol health worker (AHW)/clinical nurse specialist (CNS) (13.4%, CI 3.64% to 22.91%; p=0.005), levels of routine questioning about alcohol consumption among adults (15.9%, CI 4.16% to 27.18%; p=0.006) and general practitioners (GPs) being informed about patients' alcohol-related attendances (10.2%, CI 0.64% to 19.58%; p=0.028). The rates of access to brief advice training (9.7%) and the use of formal screening tools in adults (9.7%) also increased; however, these did not reach statistical significance. Table 1 shows a comparison of key findings to the results of the 2011 survey.

Every department indicated that adult patients may be asked about their use of alcohol. Almost two-thirds do so as part of routine practice (63.6%), whereby all adults presenting to the department are questioned about their drinking. Consumption is typically assessed using a formal screening tool (61.4%). The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test - Consumption (AUDIT-C) and the Paddington Alcohol Test (PAT) were the most frequently cited measures, accounting for almost two-thirds of all screening activity.

Most departments (83.8%) reported that young people (defined as aged 11–17 years) could also be asked about their drinking; however, less than one in six did so routinely (11.6%). Of the one in seven departments (15%) that used a formal screening tool for this population, the most common measures were the PAT (26.7%) and the AUDIT-C (33.3%).

Almost all departments asked adults aged 65+ years about their drinking (94.9%), with around half doing so routinely (52.7%). About half of these assessed older adults using a formal screening tool, the most common being the PAT (21.3%), the CAGE (21.5%) and the AUDIT-C (35.4%).

Most departments (70.3%) formally recorded an alcohol-related attendance in the patient's notes, and almost all of these (90.4%) then inform the patients' GPs about their attendance. Informing patients' GPs about an alcohol-related attendance was significantly associated with recording attendances in the patients' notes ($\chi^2=8.76$, df=1, p=0.003).

The provision of help or advice to patients identified as having an alcohol use disorder was offered by nearly every department (97.3%). This help was typically a referral to their own 'in house' specialist team (51.6% of all departments), with about one-in-four referring patients on to an external agency (27.4%). Departments that provided an intervention themselves were more likely to have access to IBA training (21.5%), the CAGE (21.5%) and the AUDIT-C (35.4%).

An assertive outreach (AO) service was offered by half of departments (40%), and the same proportion offered access to a programme to reduce alcohol-related attendances among frequent attendees. Departments that offered AO services were most likely to be those that also access to a programme to reduce alcohol-related attendances ($\chi^2=5.33$, df=1, p=0.021).

Since the 2011 survey, there has been no substantive change in the proportion of EDs who were able to identify an 'alcohol champion'—a senior staff member who provides leadership around alcohol issues. We found the departments with such champions who were more likely to have access to IBA training ($\chi^2=25.59$, df=1, p<0.001). There is capacity for more of
these champions to be identified, which should further increase screening and intervention activity in departments.

**DISCUSSION**

This survey of alcohol identification and intervention activity in England had an encouraging response rate of over 81%, matching the levels achieved by our previous national surveys. Changes in the provision of alcohol IBA in English EDs since 2011 remain positive. The number of GPs being informed by departments about their patients’ alcohol-related presentations, routine questioning about drinking (in adults) and provision of access to specialist nurses and health workers have all increased significantly. In addition, positive changes in the use of formal alcohol screening tools on adult attendees and the provision of training on alcohol IBA have also been observed.

Departments have adopted the recent recommendations, with alcohol screening and either onward referral or intervention delivered by ED staff now becoming a part of routine practice. Approximately two-thirds of EDs now routinely question (most using a formal tool) adult patients about their consumption. Help or advice to patients who are identified as having an alcohol use disorder is offered by almost every ED in England, mostly in the form of a referral to specialist workers or services (the majority of which are based on-site). Referral to specialist workers is effective at reducing levels of alcohol consumption and related harms and minimal intervention (either a leaflet or brief advice) is associated with significant reductions in levels of hazardous or harmful drinking.

Reports and guidelines published or updated since 2010 have consistently recommended an increase in asking routine questions about alcohol consumption among adults presenting to EDs. Our results show that EDs have taken positive steps towards this; however, we found that routine questioning of patients aged under 18 years was limited. This suggests that there is room for further improvement, particularly because adolescents aged 15–24 years account for the largest number of ED attendances and that levels of consumption and related harm among that age group who drink have increased. Given that alcohol IBA is effective at reducing consumption and harm in young people, it is imperative that departments increase the levels of screening activity for this population.

Older patients (aged 65+ years) are asked about their alcohol consumption by most departments, although not usually as a matter of routine. About 20% of older people drink at unsafe levels and considering their increased potential complications due to concomitant medications and sensitivity to alcohol, increased rates of screening and intervention for this population is needed.

Our results identified an improvement in GPs being informed about their patients’ alcohol-related attendance from 75% to 85% of occasions. Improved communication with GPs represents a move towards integration across primary and secondary care services, which supports the National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (2013) recommendations for multidisciplinary care. This highlights the potential for GPs to become more involved in the wider deployment of alcohol screening and brief interventions, particularly as primary care has been identified as a suitable setting for more in-depth interventions.

Following recent UK guidelines, it is encouraging that many departments are offering assertive outreach services and are also implementing strategies to tackle reattenders. Furthermore, it is promising to note that there has been a significant improvement (up to 13.4%) in the number of EDs that are able to access AHW or CNS-based alcohol care teams. Evidence suggests that access to such teams can reduce levels of alcohol consumption and harm. We acknowledge the increasing role that liaison psychiatry, in particular the Rapid Assessment, Interface and Discharge services, have in addressing alcohol-related harms among patients presenting to EDs. It is possible that some of the improvements noted in this report could be due in part to these specialist teams. Future surveys of ED alcohol IBA should ensure that their contribution is appropriately assessed.

Departments currently use a number of different screening tools, with the AUDIT-C and PAT, the most commonly applied measures, in line with the latest NICE and RCEM guidelines. We suggest that the choice of screening materials is secondary to the actual use of such measures, and that EDs should be able to access whatever screening materials work best for their patients and staff.

The proportion of departments measuring blood alcohol concentration (BAC) has increased slightly since 2011. Research suggests that routine BAC measurement for patients who are unable to complete screening materials is appropriate. Departments should consider the use of blood tests when other information about a patient’s alcohol use is unavailable, as this could provide additional insight leading to better health outcomes.

Although data were collected using self-report measures, this was unlikely to have induced bias in the data given that responses were anonymous. The high response rate achieved suggests that our results can be generalised to the wider population of EDs in the UK; however, given that other countries have widely differing interpretations of what constitutes hazardous and harmful alcohol consumption, our study should serve to illustrate how raising awareness of alcohol issues, together with providing effective and cost-effective interventions, can increase alcohol IBA activity and highlight that the ED is an appropriate location in which to deliver such activity.

In conclusion, our results are encouraging, highlighting general adherence to national guidelines and improvements in the provision of screening and brief intervention practices since 2011.
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